NEW Redstockings BUTTON!

More than 30 years after launching the button, "Sisterhood is Powerful," Redstockings has developed a new "Dues-Paying Feminist" button to raise and spread consciousness about the specifics of making sisterhood is powerful. Sisterhood means power, new power for women, power to achieve what we need for women's liberation. The power of "Sisterhood is Powerful" has always meant organized feminism, feminist organizing and feminist organization -- just like organized labor of the union movement. "Women of the World Unite" was always about trying to achieve a women's liberation union. Eventually probably One Big Union, as they say.

Being a feminist does not just mean changing your head and feeling sisterly toward women, but joining together with women in organized struggle. "Who would be free themselves must strike the blow," was a slogan used by the British militant suffragettes. And we would add, "Those who would be free must not only strike the blow, but finance the blow." Dues-paying feminism means an alternative to foundation-grant feminism. It means an alternative to academic feminism and dependence on the academic-media complex. This means an independent financial base, for an independent women's liberation movement.

Order your new Dues-Paying Feminist button now!
$1 per button
Redstockings Women's Liberation Archives for Action,
P.O. Box 744 Stuyvesant Station, NYC, 10009
www.afn.org/~redstock